Put CareConnection to work in your organization to:
Free up valuable nursing time
Increase clinical accuracy
Improve care for higher-acuity residents
Eliminate data entry errors
Prevent readmissions with immediate alerts
Measure up to the standard of care required by your referral partners

Connecting Your Care

Caregivers make rounds, collect vitals and weights, and manually record measurements on paper —
but then struggle to find the time to get to a kiosk, desktop or tablet to key in that data. What are
the results? Documentation errors, omissions, data transpositions and delays that compromise the
quality of resident care and the efficient use of precious caregiver time.

CareConnection, the premier solution designed for the long term care industry,
fits seamlessly into your workflow, reducing the time and steps required to get
information into resident charts and eliminating charting errors. Immediate
access to clinical data and built-in alerts allows your clinical team to intervene
more quickly — improving outcomes and reducing hospital readmissions.

The workflow is as simple as 1-2-3:
1 - Caregivers take vitals using rugged Vitals CareCarts and weights
using Connected Scales.
2 - Caregivers review vitals and weight, automatically linked to the resident’s
information, on an easy-to-use touchscreen tablet. One touch immediately
sends the data to your electronic medical record (EMR) system via
CareConnection’s cloud-based software.
3 - Clinical professionals receive alerts if vitals or weights breach your
pre-defined thresholds and can access the data through CareConnection’s
web platform or your EMR system to trigger rapid care plan intervention.

Our experienced team understands the unique challenges faced by
skilled nursing facilities lacking biomed departments and the resources
to manage technical issues. We deliver comprehensive support with one
call for your medical devices and CareConnection software.

Time is money — don’t keep throwing it away on slow, manual vitals and weights processes that risk
error-prone results and documentation. Put CareConnection to work for your organization! Contact us
to find out if your EMR vendor is on our growing list of partners. Visit our website, call us or email at
info@constantcaretechnology.com.
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